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About This Game

Imagine you could move mountains - literally! With realistic physics, Norse runes, rotating platforms and a lot of gray cells
you'll help Munin, Odin's messenger in her very own 2D-adventure, to reclaim her power on a journey through Yggdrasil.

VENTURE TO A WORLD OF NORSE MYTHOLOGY

Munin the raven, faithful messenger to Odin, now stands stripped of wings and transformed by Loki into a mortal girl. Flightless
and determined, she will stride through the nine worlds of Yggdrasil to reclaim the lost feathers and return to Asgard.

Munin bolsters the traditional side-scrolling experience with the use of rotating environments to surpass obstacles and to solve
puzzles. By twisting portions of the environment, players will create bridges from pillars, turn walls into floors or open new

passages.
Further gameplay elements, like switches, moving environment or items influence by physics add even more depth to the
puzzles: by rotating the game's world, boulders and debris will rumble, roll and fall. Liquids like water or lava will flow

accordingly and Norse runes will show the way to the raven's lost feathers.
Munin features nine amazing worlds, 77 exciting levels and roughly 7 hours of enjoyable playtime.

Key Features

Experience the exciting world of Norse mythology

Spin and shift the game world's elements to reach all the lost feathers
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Solve tricky puzzles

77 challenging levels featuring extraordinary worlds.
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Title: Munin
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Gojira
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: 2.33 GHz Single Core

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Russian,Polish,Turkish
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A puzzle-platformer in the same spirit as The Bridge, but small parts of the screen are rotated instead of the whole screen. My
computer froze twice while I was playing the game for a short time, and I had to do a hard-reboot.

I don't know that I can recommend, even though it often goes on sale for less than a dollar. The gameplay has floaty jumps and
pretty uninspired level design. The music is not much, and the only norse mythology that I encountered were pages of text that
came up, after series of levels.

For what it is worth, I played this game on an ubuntu 19.04 desktop with radeon mesa drivers. I doubt this review will have
much effect on the majority of gamers who have bought this game cheaply, or people just looking for something inexpensive.
Just saying that not everything from Doublefine Productions is a winner.. I am starting to believe that puzzle platformer genre is
not my thing.
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